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In the international market of charter, right to sublease is of great freedom and 
multiple sublease is quite common. Due to the variety of the legal subjects and 
complexity of the legal relations under the sublet, disputes are apt to occur frequently. 
Under time charter party, the ship owner who bears obligation to issue the bill of 
lading (B/L), which is negotiable, is bound to be restricted by the bill of lading 
between B/L holder and him, as well as by the time charter party between charterer 
and him. In order to make the rights and obligations under time charter party 
consistent with them under B/L, the ship owner takes measure to incorporate the 
charter party into B/L. What is more, to make sure that the ship owner could receive 
the sums of money under charter party timely, the “lien clause” is agreed upon in the 
charter. Maritime Code of PRC also endows the ship owner with lien on the 
charterer’s goods, other property on board and earning from the sub-charter with 
discretionary regulations。 
Based on the causes of free sublease of ship on the time charter party, this 
dissertation makes a detailed study mainly on the issuance of B/L, the incorporated 
clauses and the right of lien of ship owner, furthermore, it provides legislative 
suggestion to perfect the current legal system.  
Except for preface and epilogue, this dissertation consists of four chapters as 
follows: 
Chapter 1 introduces and analyzes the characteristics of charter party. Based on 
the definition of the charter party, this chapter introduces the legislative mode of 
sublease in foreign countries and compares the legislative mode under Maritime Code 
of PRC with that under Contract of PRC. Furthermore, the causes of legislative mode 
under Maritime Code of PRC are concluded with details. 
Chapter 2 dwells on the legal relations under B/L in case of sublease. In this 
chapter, Subchapter 1 briefly introduces the obligation of issuance of B/L and changes 
of legal status under time charter party. Subchapter 2 mainly analyses both the 
necessity and validity of incorporation of charter party into B/L. 
Chapter 3 makes a detailed analysis on the lien under time charter party, esp. 
stresses on the Article 141 of Maritime Code of PRC. Having given an overview on 
the origin of rule of possessory lien of leaser, the following subchapter makes a 
detailed analysis on two kinds of lien from the aspects of nature, essentials of 
establishment and exercising in order to conclude that the lien on the cargo and 
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sub-charter of ship owner does not mean the same thing as the possessory lien under 
civil law legal family. 
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第一节  定期租船合同的界定 
一、定期租船合同的内涵 































































2. 《定期租船合同》（Time Charter），其租约代号为“土产格式” （Produce 
Form）。该格式由美国纽约土产交易所（New York Produce Exchange）于 1913
年首次制订，因此又被称为“纽约土产格式”（NYPE）。该格式于 1993 年进
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